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Executive summary

Australian retailers have been gradually implementing pallet-labelling 
requirements since the early 2000s. With the increasing move to automated 
scanning in warehouses and distribution centres, it is imperative that 
suppliers (and all logistics partners) ensure 100% scannability of every bar 
code. 

An industry study found some 83% of Australian suppliers use SSCC pallet 
labels, yet another study found 44% of those labels had problems. 

A label printer applicator (LPA) with an unattended scanner integrated with 
software such as iDSnet on the packaging line to automate the print, apply 
and verify process for both GTIN carton and SSCC pallet labelling can 
resolve these issues.

This paper examines the uses of SSCC labelling, its benefits, the issues with 
incorrect pallet labelling and the solution in detail.
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What is an SSCC pallet label?

A Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) uniquely 
identifies every pallet, and that pallet’s contents — very 
much like a number plate uniquely identifies every car 
— from the sender to the final recipient. It is an 18-digit 
number, which remains the same for the life of that 
pallet, and is effective world wide. 

SSCC standards make the supply chain more efficient, 
by enabling: 

•	 faster receiving and quick turnaround

•	 improved data integrity (use-by date and quantity 
fields)

•	 better stock rotation (based on use-by date)

•	 pallet tracking (from seller to retailer can help with 
product recalls)

Benefits to industry

A major benefit of the SSCC is that all trading 
partners in the transport and distribution chain can 
use it, by adding information to share as the pallet 
moves through the supply chain. So not only can 
each pallet’s full movements be individually tracked 
and traced through this information flow, it creates 
the opportunity for cross docking, shipment routing, 
automated receiving and so on.

The benefits to industry are numerous, including: 

•	 that GS1 standards are global and apply through the 
entire supply chain, from the raw-materials supplier 
to the manufacturer to distributor/wholesaler and 
then to the end user/retailer

•	 they provide a link with bar-coded information 
that’s communicated between trading partners via 
electronic business transactions

•	 they contribute to efficiently managing stock rotation 
at a glance

•	 the same information does not have to be repeatedly 
keyed in, thereby saving time and resources

•	 using an industry standard avoids multiple label 
types 

•	 the SSCC can be used for both inter and intra-
company transactions

•	 the SSCC works in conjunction with despatch 
advice and advanced shipping notice (ASN) 

http://www.gs1au.org/industry/logistics_labelling.asp
http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/industry/logistics_labelling/i_2010_status_report.pdf
http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/services/s_getting_the_best.pdf
http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/services/s_getting_the_best.pdf
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Who allocates the SSCC?

The company putting together the logistics unit — the 
pallet — assigns the SSCC. (The SSCC is encoded 
in a GS1-128 Bar Code and is represented by the 
Application Identifier (AI) 00.) An individual SSCC 
cannot be reallocated within 12 months of the shipment 
date from the SSCC assignor to a trading partner.

GS1 is the international body responsible for utilising 
open standard e-commerce technologies to achieve 
best practice supply chain management. GS1 can 
advise on content and technical specifications for an 
SCCC. 

Use in Australia

Australian supermarkets have been implementing 
pallet-labelling requirements in their distribution centres 
(DCs) since the early 2000s, wanting the unique SSCC 
logistic labels so they can scan pallets delivered into 
their DCs on receipt. 

An Australian Food and Grocery Council supply chain 
survey in 2010 highlighted that 83% of suppliers use 
an SSCC. 

Why accurate labels are important

Increasingly, end-to-end product traceability is 
becoming a key concern for retailers and consumer 
bodies. Pallet labelling is a key step in ensuring 
traceability throughout the supply chain. 

Any warehouse or DC needs to store and dispatch 
pallets based on the type of product, expiry dates, 
the manufacturer and other information on the 
SSCC label. 

DCs are moving more and more towards 
automation, and this, on top of the high volumes 
they handle, makes correct labelling critical. 

Incorrect labels: 

•	 cause the automated system to fail

•	 cause delays in the process because manual 
intervention is needed (DC staff need to re-key pallet 
details to print generic labels then and apply them)

•	 add direct or indirect costs — or both

A major issue with incorrect or faulty SSCC labels is the 
loss of traceability. This can have severe cost impacts if 
a product recall occurs in the future. 

http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/services/s_getting_the_best.pdf
http://www.gs1.org/transportlogistics/standards
http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/industry/logistics_labelling/i_2010_status_report.pdf
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:oGkieXDHdp0J:www.afgc.org.au/doc-library/category/14-supply-chain.html?download%3D216%3Aabridged-supply-chain-report-2010+Australian+Food+and+Grocery+Council+supply+chain+survey+in+2010&hl=en&gl=au&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESjAE0b7D0TGapEdMoBFPFCXG5TrdlPDWJPnOvugwur1-EQMoo_q4Z7VI42ZemxkbgOS1WvDbh-SBeS2NBhYJqf_7SDHq_aHq4QXQF3nw-yU7K9QKiQVq--Ydocu97Rcw4kOA7Hr&sig=AHIEtbR6k76203JjMXfHMk6XtnpeuvATdw
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:oGkieXDHdp0J:www.afgc.org.au/doc-library/category/14-supply-chain.html?download%3D216%3Aabridged-supply-chain-report-2010+Australian+Food+and+Grocery+Council+supply+chain+survey+in+2010&hl=en&gl=au&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESjAE0b7D0TGapEdMoBFPFCXG5TrdlPDWJPnOvugwur1-EQMoo_q4Z7VI42ZemxkbgOS1WvDbh-SBeS2NBhYJqf_7SDHq_aHq4QXQF3nw-yU7K9QKiQVq--Ydocu97Rcw4kOA7Hr&sig=AHIEtbR6k76203JjMXfHMk6XtnpeuvATdw
http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/services/s_getting_the_best.pdf
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Incorrect pallet labelling: 
the issues

Major retailers have identified poor pallet labelling as the 
biggest emerging issue in their supply chains. A GS1 
sample audit found that some 44% of pallet labels did 
not meet agreed-upon industry requirements. 

The audit also found: 

•	 organisation size is not an indicator of compliance

•	 use of third party warehousing increases risk of non-
compliance

•	 non-compliance levels are consistent across all retail 
trade partners

•	 chilled products are at greater risk of non-
compliance

•	 the high level of work arounds at DC level masks the 
issue

Key causes of incorrect pallet 
labelling

These are some examples of incorrect pallet labelling: 

•	 label position incorrect 

•	 no pallet label applied 

•	 multiple or mismatching SSCCs on the same pallet 

•	 duplicated SSCCs

•	 damaged label, such as creases and folds

•	 won’t scan due to incorrect bar code symbology or 
poor print quality

•	 label applied underneath stretch wrap

•	 pallet label applied to only one side of the pallet 
(Australian grocery retailers require a GS1 SSCC 
logistics label to be placed on each fork entry side of 
a pallet)

•	 product information applied in the bar code does not 
match the product on the pallet 

•	 pallet label bar codes not scanning

 — ribbon wrinkle with thermal transfer application

 — print-head element failure leading to a split bar 
within the code

 — poor print quality: faint print due to the label print-
head heat being too low or the print speed too 
high

 — poor print quality: bleeding print due to the label 
printer print-head heat being too high with the 
print speed too low

•	 Handwritten changes are not reflected in the bar 
code and are therefore not permitted on pallet labels 

•	 Label applied over carton joins or seams, causing 
tearing

It is imperative that suppliers and logistics providers 
ensure 100% scannability of all barcodes.

Many production and packaging lines still hand 
print and apply pallet labels. While hand application 
maybe economical in some cases, it can cost the 
manufacturer a lot more if the pallet is rejected and 
returned. Also with stringent criteria on the SSCC label 
position, a high degree of accuracy is needed that is 
hard to achieve manually.

A robust print and apply system, with evolved software 
that is networked to a central database can solve these 
issues.

Ingredients for compliance

According to GS1 research, published in the Logistics 
Label 2010 Status Report, these aspects are needed 
for compliance:  

•	 good communication in the trading-partner 
relationship

•	 collaboration between trading partners 

•	 commitment to the mindset and model changes

•	 people being focused on the processes in the 
supply chain

•	 a robust process and support tools for the 
management of quality

http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/services/s_getting_the_best.pdf
http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/services/s_getting_the_best.pdf
http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/services/s_getting_the_best.pdf
http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/industry/logistics_labelling/i_2010_status_report.pdf
http://www.gs1au.org/assets/documents/industry/logistics_labelling/i_2010_status_report.pdf
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The solution

A label printer applicator (LPA) can be commissioned 
on the packaging line to automate the print and apply 
process for SSCC pallet labelling. 

A major benefit of this system is that it can be set up 
to apply the two complaint SSCC labels in the exact 
positions required (the two fork entry sides of the 
pallet). The height at which they need to be applied 
from the base, as well as the distance from the side can 
also be accurately set up — and all done automatically.  

It is highly recommended that any LPA system for 
SSCC pallet labelling be integrated with a fixed/
unattended scanner to validate the label once it is 
applied. The fixed scanner ensures that the labels 
applied can be scanned, as well as ensuring that the 
SSCC number is correct on both sides. 

If the label is not applied, the system can be set up 
to either alert the operator (via an alarm) for them to 
investigate, or to automatically re-initiate the process 
applying the label. It also ensures that the label is not 
damaged, or under any shrink wrap.

If this LPA system is networked with a software such as 
iDSnet, it can check from an existing central database 
if the barcode and information on the SSCC label are 
correct. It can also cross validate the labels on the carton 
with the pallet label. This avoids incorrect labelling.

Matthews Australasia has provided pallet-labelling 
solutions to manufacturers around country. Each of these 
solutions is designed to meet the specific requirements 
of that manufacturer’s line and has advanced capabilities 
such as ERP integration to automatically update 
production and dispatch numbers. Matthews has also 
installed applications where the pallet is on a turntable and 
iDSnet manages the system to print and apply the correct 
labels at the correct time and the exact locations specified 
on opposite sides (fork entry) of the pallet.

These systems can be designed as stand-alone 
solutions for pallet labelling with iDSnet Pallet, or as 
integrated solutions from primary, secondary through to 
pallet labelling with iDSnet Enterprise. 

While the LPA will print and apply an SSCC pallet label, 
it is the software that controls the variables and ensures 
compliance, making sure that:

•	 the bar code is correct, of good quality and can be 
scanned

•	 the pallet label is applied and is placed exactly where 
required 

•	 the pallet-label design is compliant and has all the 
necessary details, including the human-readable 
information

Business benefits

As well as ensuring correct SSCC pallet labelling, this 
system is designed to meet all the business needs 
of an enterprise. The system easily integrates into 
any SCADA, ERP and WMS systems, while iDSnet 
Manager can provide real-time reports on production 
and in-depth shop floor visibility.

These are just some of the benefits: 

Summary

SSCC logistics labels bring mutual benefits to all trading 
partners, however major retailers report incorrect 
labelling as a major emerging supply-chain issue.

Printing and applying a good quality bar code label that 
complies to industry standards and which is scannable 
by all trading partners costs no more than printing and 
applying a bar code label that doesn’t scan — yet the 
business benefits are immense.

A label printer applicator (LPA) with an unattended 
scanner integrated with software such as iDSnet on the 
packaging line to automate the print, apply and verify 
process for SSCC pallet labelling, can resolve these 
issues. It can also bring an array of business benefits 
such as reduced wastage, real-time visibility and 
control, along with increased productivity. 
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About Matthews Australasia

Matthews Australasia, a family business, is Australia’s leading provider 
of intelligent product identification and product-traceability solutions, 
offering inkjet, thermal transfer, laser, label applicators, label print and apply 
systems, RFID, barcode-scanning solutions and machine vision inspection. 
All these solutions can be integrated with Australia’s first identification 
networking and reporting software, iDSnet, winner of 2011 APPMA Design 
Award.

Solutions-focused, Matthews helps customers with business efficiencies 
and cost savings by providing production intelligence and increased 
automation.

Matthews’ unmatched solution capability is backed by 24x7 technical 
support and customer service to support all installations across the 
country to give you peace of mind. Streamlining ensures less downtime for 
customers and Matthews’ first-time fix rate is 97%.

No matter what your coding, labelling or data capture application, 
Matthews is the only company in Australia that can provide you with a 
complete range of end-to-end intelligent identification solutions.

To find out more about how Matthews can be of service to you, call 1300 
CODING (1300 263 464), visit www.matthews.com.au or  
email info@matthews.com.au.
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